
































Hawthorne's Real Intention of Writing The Custom-House
QUE Shi-tao
( College of Foreign Languages and Cultures, Xiamen University, Xiamen Fujian 361005, China )
Abstract：The publication of The Scarlet Letter not only caused a sensation, but also created a landmark in
the American literary history. The huge success was largely due to The Custom-House —— a deliberately
written introduction of the novel. This essay researches on the political and historical backgrounds of the
novel's creation, the commercial background of its publication and the moral obligation attached to its theme,
so as to reveal Hawthorne's real intention of writing The Custom-House, that is to make use of political
exposure to attract a large number of readers and ingeniously evade the moral obligation attached to the
novel's theme by creating a narrator with the image of an "editor", thus striking a perfect balance between
popular success and literary quality.
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事口吻与《红 字》中“时 而 恼 怒 抱 怨，时 而 自 我 怀
疑”[15]的叙事声音相互呼应。 而叙事者自身内部矛
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